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Isle of Man Tourist Trophy – Michael Dunlop – Suzuki Bennetts Hawk Racing
 Suzuki GSX-R1000



Motul has lived up to its role and rank as the 
official lubricant partner of the Isle of Man Tourist 
Trophy. From 5 to 9 June, three teams supported 
technically by the French company bagged ma-
jor wins on the pitiless road circuit that has existed 
since 1911: Birchall Racing won in side-car, the two 
Mugen Shindens clinched a one-two in the TT Zero 
and Bennetts Suzuki came away with the presti-
gious Senior TT race trophy.
Michael Dunlop has now chalked up 15 Tourist Tro-
phy wins, but it's the first time that he has won it 
with Suzuki. Son of Robert Dunlop and nephew of 
Joey Dunlop, he put his stamp on the event with 
best time in the qualifyings in Superbike and the 
win combined with the best lap time in the Senior 

TT. 'What was once impossible is now possible,'  
he exclaimed. 'Our GSX-R1000 was a brand new 
machine, we lacked riding experience and worked 
a lot on set-up. If it hadn't been for a slight technical 
glitch, I could have also won the Superbike race!'
Brothers Ben and Tom Birchall dominated the two 
F2 Side-car races, and therefore the category TT 
championship, while beating their own lap re-
cord. The present leaders of the FIM World cham-
pionship have thus become six-times winners on 
the Isle of Man.  
Last, the two Mugen Shinden electric motorcycles 
rode flat out to bag a fourth consecutive win in the 
TT Zero and even an excellent one-two with Bruce 
Ansley ahead of Guy Martin!

TOURIST TROPHY
ISLE OF MAN

MOTUL ON LUCKY STREAK!
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Michael Dunlop
Suzuki Bennetts Hawk Racing 

Suzuki GSX-R1000



After the Test Day and the Weighing opera-
tions, everything is ready in Le Mans to welcome 
fans arriving massively from all over the world to 
attend the world's greatest (endurance) race!  Mo-
tul will be in Le Mans and everywhere around the 
circuit as the official lubricant partner. Motul will be 
contending against Motul in the acceleration and 
braking zones, with 15 cars enjoying its technical 
support... and the company has found many other 
ways to surprise Le Mans buffs!
No less than eleven teams, in LMGTE Am and in 
LMP2, will be intent on giving Motul an 18th, and 
even a 19th category win in the 24 Hours of Le Mans. 
Gibson, the exclusive engine manufacturer for 
LMP2 prototypes, is also a Motul technical partner.  
In the background of the 85th staging of the event 

to begin on Saturday 17 June at 3 pm, there has 
been much buzz about the publication of 'Rebellion',  
Michel Vaillant's new album. His name is that of the 
Swiss team entering the two Vaillante-Rebellions 
powered by Motul. Hailed by critics, this work delights 
readers in particular by an end … you absolutely must 
discover. We can expect that the real race scenario 
will also keep you on tenterhooks for 24 hours. 
Motul will evoke Michel Vaillant's return to Le Mans 
in the Grand Drivers Parade on Friday, with a bus 
glorifying the comic strip hero. In the circuit Vil-
lage, Michel Vaillant's fanzone will allow you to 
follow the progression of the Vaillante-Rebellion 
#31. Illustrators will set up their drawing table there 
to draw, in real time, the 'live' album of the 2017  
24 Hours! 

FIA WEC  
LE MANS 24 HOURS PREVIEW 

VERY MUCH MOTUL 24 HOURS
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Team Vaillante Rebellion
  Vaillante Rebellion LMP2



Stifling heat was one of the decisive factors of 
the Catalunya Grand Prix held on Sunday 11 June in 
Montmelò near Barcelona. Among the eight riders 
of the four structures supported technically by Mo-
tul, Jonas Folger gave a particularly remarkable per-
formance. The German of team satellite Monster 
Yamaha Tech3 got boldly ahead of the two facto-
ry riders of the manufacturer with the three over-
lapping tuning forks logo in each free or qualifying 
practice session and in the race itself... Even if his 
team-mate, Johann Zarco, nabbed 5th place off 
him, that of first Yamaha rider, in the last lap!  
Hervé Poncharal's team prolonged its series with 
brilliant results, with two riders who, it should be 
remembered, were starting in MotoGP this sea-

son! 'The championship situation is interesting with  
Johann only eight points off Valentino Rossi. As for 
Jonas, he is the only rider to have scored points se-
ven times out of seven and, to my mind, the best is 
to come,' summarised a delighted team manager. 
The most disappointed of this Grand Prix was Aleix 
Espargaro, who had managed to get his RS-GP of 
team Aprilia Racing Team Gresini in the middle of 
the second line of the starting grid. He unfortuna-
tely had to quit, on a circuit located only a few kilo-
metres from his birthplace.
The two Avintia Racing riders placed their Ducati in 
the points. Having qualified 6th, Hector Barberà se-
cured a solid 9th place, his best result of the year, on 
the occasion of its 250th Grand Prix!  

MOTOGP
CIRCUIT DE CATALUNYA

SATELLITE REVOLVES
 AROUND FACTORY

RACE
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Maverick Viñales, Yamaha, 111 pts

Andrea Dovisioso, Ducatti, 104 pts

Marc Marquez, Yamaha, 88 pts

Johann Zarco, Yamaha, 64 pts

01
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03
06

STANDINGS

Johann Zarco
Monster Yamaha Tech3

Yamaha YZR-M1 



On 10 and 11 June, the Russian MXGP was back 
on the World Motocross Championship calendar 
after five years’ absence. The best Russian rider of 
the discipline, Evgeny Bobryshev, had been kept 
off track in Germany and France owing to a broken 
collarbone, but regained his place in the lead pack 
on home turf, at the Orlyonok site near Sochi. The 
member of factory team Honda HRC, supported 
technically by Motul, battled like a demon to score 
points while his team-mate, Tim Gajser, was forced 
to rest due to a fractured shoulder.
Torrential rain made the terrain so muddy that it 
was difficult, neigh impossible to glimpse the Motul  
logos and even the race numbers on the machines! 
Bobryshev, who very rarely experiences this type of 

conditions, had to stop twice in his pit during race 
one to change his mask and then his gloves. His  
final 12th place is even more commendable as he 
fell in the last lap of race two. 
Motul's other technical partner, Suzuki World 
MXGP, is still deprived of Kevin Strijbos, injured, but 
Arminas Jasikonis is continuing to progress. Des-
pite a change of mask in race one, like Bobryshev, 
he finished 7th. 'I was 4th of race 2 when I made 
a mistake and fell. Lifting the bike was very hard 
because of the weight of the mud but I neverthe-
less managed to finish again 7th and 8th overall.' 
In MX2, Seewer won race two after experiencing 
trouble... with his mask in race one. In the overall 
he bagged the second step of the podium.  

MXGP
SOCHI

RUSSIA IS BACK, 
BOBRYSHEV ALSO! 

RACE
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Antonio Cairoli (KTM), 381 pts

Clément Desalle (Kawasaki), 334 pts

Gautier Paulin (Husqvarna), 333 pts

Tim Gajser (Honda), 261 pts

01
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05

STANDINGS

Evgeny Bobrishev
Team HRC

CRF450RW



In 2016, team DG Sport Compétition, partnered 
technically by Motul, started racing on circuits with 
the brand-new Opel Astra TCR. The outcome was 
a title bagged in the TCR Europe Trophy and a 2nd 
place in TCR Benelux. These results encouraged 
the Belgian structure to battle for the very pinnacle 
of the category, the TCR International Series. DG 
Sport Compétition and its driver Mato Homola gave 
concrete proof of their potential with a first podium 
on 11 June on the Salzburgring.
Homola had created a surprise in Bahrain by 
clinching pole position already in the team's se-
cond meet at this level. The Slovakian did that 
again in Austria and, this time, he scored many 

points in the race. 'I appreciate the layout of the 
Salzburgring and its big rapid bends. I've often 
clinched good results there,' stated this 22-year-old 
specialist of touring cars. Passed by a contender in 
the first braking zone, Homola constantly kept up 
the pressure to finish second-placed, less than a 
second off the winner. 
The reverse grid rule relegated the Opel #70 to 10th 
place for the start of race 2... and its driver chalked 
up the point of 10th place at the arrival. Manager of 
DG Sport Compétition, Christian Jupsin, hailed the 
success of his troops in the city of Mozart's birth: 
'We're progressing and the results clearly show that 
Mato is a high flier of the series.'  

TCR INTERNATIONAL SERIES
SALZBURGRING 

PODIUM ON THE RING

RACE
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Mato Homola
DG Sport Competition

Opel Astra TCR
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In Greek and then Roman mythology, the Gol-
den Age is an eternal spring, the legend of a 
prosperous past where man lives almost eternally 
and doesn't need to work. In the Middle Ages, it 
was on the contrary considered as an Age hol-
ding promise of a heavenly and peaceful future.  
Nowadays, it also symbolises a kind of terrestrial 
happiness, replete with superb cars speeding 
along like the wind on the harmonious bends of 
a legendary circuit. Which goes to explain why  
Motul partners the Grand Prix de l’Âge d’Or, of 
which the 53rd staging attracted 15,000 specta-
tors in Dijon-Prenois from 9 to 11 June.
The weather conditions contributed to the success 
of this event, organised since 2014 by the Peter 
Auto agency. On the programme of the oldest of 
the historic European events, we could see an im-

pressive array of disciplines and really remarkable 
cars. Mention can be made of the Howmet TX 
turbine racecar dating from 1968, of which only 
two were built, or else of the four Maserati 250Fs, 
a model which counted in the career of a certain 
Juan-Manuel Fangio.
When you think of the Dijon circuit, the name of 
René Arnoux automatically comes to the mind of 
Formula 1 enthusiasts. René and his friend, the late 
Québécois driver Gilles Villeneuve, were indeed 
the protagonists of a homeric battle for 2nd place 
in the 1979 French Grand Prix. As a guest at the 
event, he drove a Shelby Cobra 289 and a BMW 
M1. René Arnoux appreciated the atmosphere of 
the paddock where the public could admire the 
thoroughbred machines close up. 'That's what  
sustains passion,' he declared. 

GRAND PRIX DE L’ÂGE D’OR
DIJON

BLISSFUL GOLDEN AGE
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